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Writing (1)  
" Life in the past was different from life nowadays." 

 Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (not less than 8 sentences) about    

  "life in Kuwait"    explaining the differences between life in the past and life nowadays. 

*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 

These guide words may help you: 
                      ( electricity ʹ jobs  ʹ food ʹ activities ʹ easy- technology ʹ happy ʹ modern) 

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

 

                            

                                                              Kuwait  

          Life in the past was different from life nowadays. In the past life was 
difficult. There were no schools and students learned at teachers’ houses. 
Buildings were simple and homes were made of mud. Jobs were traditional, 
people worked in pearl diving and fishing. The food was healthier than nowadays 
and people lived a happy life.  

 

           Nowadays, life is easier. It is enjoyable and more comfortable. People live 
in big houses and modern buildings. There are different jobs and activities. 
Modern technology helps us too much in our life. Although some people think 
that life in the past was hard, I think it was not as difficult as today. 

 

The plan 

Life in the past 

No electricity 

Kuwait  in kuwait 

Life nowadays 

Traditional jobs 

Healthy food 

Happy life Modern technology 

Different activities 

Modern buildings 

Different jobs 
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Writing          (2) 
      " Every job has its own responsibilities." 
 Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than  8  sentences) about 
 "An animal trainer"          explaining the things he has to do and the things that he 
doesn't have to do . 
These guide words may help you: 
        (Patient –understand - behaviour  -public – physically- computer -office - bored) 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

An animal trainer  

             It is important to work. Every job has its own responsibilities. The animal 

trainer is an interesting job. He has to train animals. He has to be patient. He 

has to understand animals’ behaviour. He has to be physically strong. He has 

to work with actors, the police and members of the public. 

                     The animal trainer doesn’t have to do many things. He doesn’t 
have to wear uniform. He doesn’t have to use computer. He doesn’t have to 
work in office. His job is different every day .His job is interesting and he 

never gets bored. 

 

The plan 

has to do 

Train animals 

An animal trainer  

doesn't have to do  
 

Be patient  

Understand behaviour 

Work with public Get bored 

Use a computer 

Work in an office 

Wear a uniform 
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Writing (3) 
"People can get prizes for their great achievements." 
 Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than 8   sentences) about  

“The Noble Prize"           explaining why some people win this prize and giving some 
examples of the great minds they got it. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 
These guide words may help you: 
            ( great – work - help – inventions – save – zuwail  - physics - honour)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Noble Prize 

        Prizes are important. The Nobel Prize is a famous prize. It is given to 

honour Smart and great minds. People who made great works and 

achievements got the prize. Also, it is given for great inventions which make 

our life easier. People who contribute in saving people’s life and help the 

society can get the prize. 

        Many people won the Nobel Prize. Ahmed Zuwail is one of the most 

famous Egyptian scientists. He won Nobel Prize in chemistry. Marie curie won 

the prize in physics. She invented a cure for cancer. Albert Einstein is one of 

the most famous scientists who won the noble prize. 

 

The plan 

why some people win it 

Great work 

The Noble Prize 

great minds who got it 
 

Help people 

Great inventions 

Save life Albert Einstein  

Prize in physic 

a famous Scientist 

Ahmed Zuwail 
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                                               Writing         (4) 
" A holiday in Al-Khiran Resort is amazing". 
 Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than 8   sentences) about  
"Al- Khiran Resort "         explaining the importance of having a holiday and the things 
that you can do there. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 
These guide words may help you: 
         (family –collect -  seagull -  beach - friends  -spend  - sunset - wonderful)  

                                                   Al - Khiran Resort 
            A holiday is the time when we are free and have fun. It is very 

important to relax. It is a chance to refresh your mind. On holiday, you break 

the daily routine and enjoy your time. 

          On holidays people go to many places and I prefer going to Alkhiran 

Resort. There I can enjoy my time with my family and do many activities. I 

like collecting shells and swimming. My father and mother prefer walking on 

the beach. I can meet my friends there. I enjoy riding the bike and watching  

the seagull. We are fascinated by the view of the sunset. Really, it is a 

wonderful place.  

 

The plan 

The importance of having a 
holiday 

Enjoy time 

Al- Khiran Resort 

Things that you can do there. 
 

Free of duties 

Refresh mind 

Break routine Watching saegulls 

Meeting friends 

Walking on the beach 

Collecting shells 
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Writing           (5) 
"Saving energy means saving life."  
Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than 8   sentences) about  
"Energy”          explaining the sources of energy and how we save it. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 
These guide words may help you: 
       (Sources - renewable – solar - limited -  non-renewable- oil – reduce – save ) 

 

Energy 

          Energy is very important in our life. We use it every day. There are two 

kinds of energy renewable and non-renewable. Solar, wind and water power 

are renewable sources of energy. They are clean and will last forever. Oil, coal 

and natural gas are non-renewable sources of energy. They are limited 

supplies of energy. 

             Saving energy means saving life. There are many ways to save energy. 

Putting off lights and using light bulbs help in saving energy. We shouldn’t 
pollute water and keep it clean. It is important to plant more trees. Also, 

reducing the use of materials can save the energy. 

 

The plan 

The sources of energy 

Renewable sources 

Energy 

How we save it 
 

Non renewable 

Solar,wind and water 

Oil and  coal     Reduce materials 

Putt off lights 

Plant trees 

Save energy 
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Writing          (6) 
"Life in the future will be different." 
 Plan and write an article of two paragraphs (not less than  8  sentences) about 
 "The Future World"       explaining   the changes in life and the weather modification. 
*Your writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion. 
These guide words may help you: 
(download memories - bubble–robot– cars-weather -global warming -flooding - reduce)  

 

The Future World  

        Life in the future will be different. It will be easier and more comfortable. 

Robots will work everywhere. We will be able to download all our memories 

to a computer and recall them again. We will live in bubble cities under water. 

Preparing food will become easier and ready to eat within minutes. 

         Scientists predict many things in the near future. They will be able to 

modify the weather. This will help stop global warming. They will be able to 

reduce flooding and drought. By modifying the weather they will be able to 

prevent disasters from reaching land. 

 

 

The plan 

The changes in life 

Flying cars  

The Future World  

The weather modification 
 

Downloading memories 

Robots everywhere 

Bubble cities Reduce drought 

Prevent disasters 

Reduce flooding 

Stop global warming 


